Lesson Plans for SHARON K MCKEMIE, Fowler
Week of Monday, November 10, 2014
Monday, November 10, 2014
Day 54

Tuesday, November 11, 2014
Day 55

Wednesday, November 12, 2014
Day 56

Thursday, November 13, 2014
Day 57

Friday, November 14, 2014
Day 58

Monday, November 10, 2014
Day 54

Tuesday, November 11, 2014
Day 55

Wednesday, November 12, 2014
Day 56

Thursday, November 13, 2014
Day 57

Friday, November 14, 2014
Day 58

SpringBoard ILA 7

SpringBoard ILA 7

SpringBoard ILA 7

SpringBoard ILA 7

SpringBoard ILA 7

PRE AP
Standards:
I can revise the beginning of an expository
essay
I can revise the middle of the expository
essay

Pre-AP

Pre-AP

Pre-AP
Standards:
Standards:
Standards:
I can revise the beginning of an expository
I can revise the beginning of an expository I can revise the beginning of an expository essay
essay
essay
I can revise the middle of the expository
I can revise the middle of the expository I can revise the middle of the expository essay
essay
essay

Academic Vocabulary:

Academic Vocabulary:
Academic Vocabulary:

expository, prompt, brainstorming, thesis,
subordinating clause, appositive, simple expository, prompt, brainstorming, thesis,
sentence, compound sentence, complex subordinating clause, appositive, simple
sentence
sentence, compound sentence, complex
sentence
Activities:
Activities:
1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding

2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
min) Remembering, Understanding

3. Complete FISD 2.2 - Revising the
Beginning (55 min) Analyzing/Listening,
Understanding

1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding

2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
min) Remembering, Understanding

3. Begin FISD 2.3 - Revising the Middle
- If time permits Analyzing/Listening,
Understanding
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
--Model writing an expository essay body
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why
honesty is important in a friendship.
Students should copy down the modeled
paragraph.
--Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
students will write the body paragraph for
the following prompt: Write an essay
explaining the importance of
perseverance". They will need to develop
a thesis statement before writing their
body paragraph.
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
groups. Follow the peer edit instructions.
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
feedback.
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
justify the score.
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
"Write an essay explaining the importance
of perseverance"

4. Begin FISD 2.3 - Revising the Middle
- If time permits Analyzing/Listening,
Understanding
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
--Model writing an expository essay body
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why
honesty is important in a friendship.
Students should copy down the modeled
paragraph.
--Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
students will write the body paragraph for
the following prompt: Write an essay
explaining the importance of
perseverance". They will need to develop
a thesis statement before writing their
body paragraph.
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
groups. Follow the peer edit instructions.
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
feedback.
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
justify the score.
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
"Write an essay explaining the importance HW:
of perseverance"
Read lit circle book selection.

HW:
Read lit circle book selection.

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)

Academic Vocabulary:

PreAP
Standards:

I can discuss my role in the literature
circle group.

Academic Vocabulary: prompt, timed
writing, expository essay, thesis

expository, prompt, brainstorming, thesis,
expository, prompt, brainstorming, thesis, subordinating clause, appositive, simple
subordinating clause, appositive, simple sentence, compound sentence, complex
sentence, compound sentence, complex sentence
Activities:
sentence
1. As the Falcon Flies - Editing Practice
(10 min) Remembering, Understanding,
Activities:
Applying, and Analyzing/Writing and
Activities:
Discussing
1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding
2. Vocabulary Quiz 7-7 (20
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding
min) Remembering, Understanding,
Applying
2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
2. Four Levels of Grammar Quiz 1 (20
2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
min) Remembering, Understanding
min)Remembering, Understanding,
min) Remembering, Understanding
Applying
3. Lit Circle Discussions (30
3. Finish FISD 2.3 - Revising the Middle min) Reading, Remembering,
3. FISD Spelling BEE (45 min)
- (45 min) Analyzing/Listening,
Understanding, Applying, and
Understanding
Analyzing/Writing and Discussing
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
4. Continue FISD 2.3 - Revising the
--Model writing an expository essay body
Middle - (15 min) Analyzing/Listening,
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why
Understanding
honesty is important in a friendship.
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
Students should copy down the modeled HW:
--Model writing an expository essay body paragraph.
Read lit circle book selection.
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why --Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
honesty is important in a friendship.
students will write the body paragraph for
Students should copy down the modeled the following prompt: Write an essay
Assessment:
paragraph.
explaining the importance of
Lit Circle Discussions (Summative)
--Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
perseverance". They will need to develop Vocabulary Quiz 7-7 (Minor)
students will write the body paragraph for a thesis statement before writing their
Four Levels of Grammar (Minor)
the following prompt: Write an essay
body paragraph.
explaining the importance of
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
Materials Needed:
perseverance". They will need to develop groups. Follow the peer edit instructions. Vocabulary Quiz 7-7
a thesis statement before writing their
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
Four Levels of Grammar Quiz
body paragraph.
feedback.
Lit Circle Books
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
groups. Follow the peer edit instructions. justify the score.
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
feedback.
"Write an essay explaining the importance
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
of perseverance"
justify the score.
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
"Write an essay explaining the importance HW:
of perseverance"
Read lit circle book selection.

HW:
Read lit circle book selection.

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)

Monday, November 10, 2014
Day 54
HW:
Read lit circle book selection.

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)
Materials Needed:
FISD 2.2 Packet
FISD 2.3 Packet

Tuesday, November 11, 2014
Day 55

Wednesday, November 12, 2014
Day 56

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)

Read lit circle book selection.

Materials Needed:
FISD 2.3 Packet

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)
Materials Needed:
FISD 2.3 Packet

Thursday, November 13, 2014
Day 57
As the Falcon Flies (formative)
Materials Needed:
FISD 2.3 Packet

Friday, November 14, 2014
Day 58

Monday, November 10, 2014
Day 54

Tuesday, November 11, 2014
Day 55

Wednesday, November 12, 2014
Day 56

Thursday, November 13, 2014
Day 57

Friday, November 14, 2014
Day 58

English Language Arts and Reading, English Language Arts and Reading, English Language Arts and Reading, English Language Arts and Reading, English Language Arts and Reading,
Grade 7
Grade 7
Grade 7
Grade 7
Grade 7
ILA
Standards:
I can revise the beginning of an expository
essay
I can revise the middle of the expository
essay

ILA

ILA

ILA

Standards:
I can revise the beginning of an expository
essay
I can revise the middle of the expository
essay

Standards:
I can revise the beginning of an expository
essay
I can revise the middle of the expository
essay

Standards:
I can revise the beginning of an expository
essay
I can discuss my role in the literature
I can revise the middle of the expository circle group.
essay

Academic Vocabulary:

Academic Vocabulary:

Academic Vocabulary:

expository,
prompt, brainstorming, thesis,
subordinating clause, appositive, simple
sentence, compound sentence, complex
sentence

expository, prompt, brainstorming, thesis,
subordinating clause, appositive, simple
sentence, compound sentence, complex
sentence

expository, prompt, brainstorming, thesis,
subordinating clause, appositive, simple
sentence, compound sentence, complex
sentence

Activities:

Activities:

Activities:

expository, prompt, brainstorming, thesis,
subordinating clause, appositive, simple
sentence, compound sentence, complex Activities:
sentence
1. As the Falcon Flies - Editing Practice
(10 min) Remembering, Understanding,
Applying, and Analyzing/Writing and
Activities:
Discussing

1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding

1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding

1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding

1. As the Falcon Flies Editing Warm-up
(15 min) Remembering, Understanding

2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
min) Remembering, Understanding

2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
min) Remembering, Understanding

2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
min) Remembering, Understanding

2. Vocabulary 7-7 (10
min) Remembering, Understanding

3. FISD Spelling BEE (45 min)

3. Finish FISD 2.3 - Revising the Middle
- (45 min) Analyzing/Listening,
Understanding
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
--Model writing an expository essay body
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why
honesty is important in a friendship.
Students should copy down the modeled
paragraph.
--Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
students will write the body paragraph for
the following prompt: Write an essay
explaining the importance of
perseverance". They will need to develop
a thesis statement before writing their
body paragraph.
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
groups. Follow the peer edit instructions.
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
feedback.
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
justify the score.
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
"Write an essay explaining the importance
of perseverance"

Academic Vocabulary:

3. Complete FISD 2.2 - Revising the
3. Continue FISD 2.3 - Revising the
Beginning (55 min) Analyzing/Listening, Middle - If time
Understanding
permits Analyzing/Listening,
Understanding
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
4. Begin FISD 2.3 - Revising the Middle --Model writing an expository essay body
- If time permits Analyzing/Listening,
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why
Understanding
honesty is important in a friendship.
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
Students should copy down the modeled
--Model writing an expository essay body paragraph.
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why --Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
honesty is important in a friendship.
students will write the body paragraph for
Students should copy down the modeled the following prompt: Write an essay
paragraph.
explaining the importance of
--Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
perseverance". They will need to develop
students will write the body paragraph for a thesis statement before writing their
the following prompt: Write an essay
body paragraph.
explaining the importance of
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
perseverance". They will need to develop groups. Follow the peer edit instructions.
a thesis statement before writing their
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
body paragraph.
feedback.
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
groups. Follow the peer edit instructions. justify the score.
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
feedback.
"Write an essay explaining the importance
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
of perseverance"
justify the score.
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
"Write an essay explaining the importance HW:
of perseverance"
Read lit circle book selection.

4. Continue FISD 2.3 - Revising the
Middle - (15 min) Analyzing/Listening,
Understanding
--Begin by showing FISD PPT
--Model writing an expository essay body
paragraph using the prompt, "Explain why
honesty is important in a friendship.
Students should copy down the modeled
paragraph.
--Partner Paragraph. With their partner,
students will write the body paragraph for
the following prompt: Write an essay
explaining the importance of
perseverance". They will need to develop
a thesis statement before writing their
body paragraph.
--Peer Check- Trade packet with other
groups. Follow the peer edit instructions.
--Rewrite paragraph based on peer
feedback.
--Grade your 2.1 body paragraph and
justify the score.
-- Write a new paragraph with the prompt:
"Write an essay explaining the importance
of perseverance"
HW:
Read lit circle book selection.
HW:
Read lit circle book selection.

Assessment:

ILA
Standards:

Academic Vocabulary: prompt, timed
writing, expository essay, thesis

2. Vocabulary Quiz 7-7 (20
min) Remembering, Understanding,
Applying
2. Four Levels of Grammar Quiz 1 (20
min)Remembering, Understanding,
Applying
3. Lit Circle Discussions (30
min) Reading, Remembering,
Understanding, Applying, and
Analyzing/Writing and Discussing

HW:
Read lit circle book selection.

Assessment:
Lit Circle Discussions (Summative)
Vocabulary Quiz 7-7 (Minor)
Four Levels of Grammar (Minor)
Materials Needed:
Vocabulary Quiz 7-7
Four Levels of Grammar Quiz
Lit Circle Books

Monday, November 10, 2014
Day 54

Tuesday, November 11, 2014
Day 55

Wednesday, November 12, 2014
Day 56
HW:
Read lit circle book selection.

HW:
Read lit circle book selection.

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)
Materials Needed:
FISD 2.2 Packet
FISD 2.3 Packet

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)
Materials Needed:
FISD 2.3 Packet

Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)
Materials Needed:
FISD 2.3 Packet

Thursday, November 13, 2014
Day 57
Assessment:
As the Falcon Flies (formative)
Materials Needed:
FISD 2.3 Packet

Friday, November 14, 2014
Day 58

